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makes a bequest instead.In that case, the
5-year grace period ordinarily would
not start to run until the shares of the
company are actually distributed to the
foundation by Bill’s estate. Bill’s lawyer
cautions Bill that he probably should not
give a large percentage of his company
to the foundation unless he is certain
that there will be a public market for it.
If the only prospective buyers are mem-
bers of Bill’s family, or trusts for their
benefit, their purchase of shares (from
the foundation or from Bill’s estate)
could easily be “acts of self dealing.”

Anticipating Taxable
Expenditures
Without exception, grants to political
campaigns are “taxable expenditures”
and as such can result in substantial

fig.
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■ A foundation engages in any political campaign activity
(Venturing Into Public Advocacy Is OK...Up to a Point, p.189);

■ Any part of a foundation’s net profits “inures” to the bene-
fit of insiders; 

■ More than an “insubstantial part” of the activities of a foun-
dation consists of legislative lobbying or confers a private,
rather than public, benefit; or

■ A foundation engages in repeated or flagrant violations of
the private foundation tax rules. 

In the final analysis, a foundation jeopardizes its tax-exempt
status whenever the totality of its operations suggests that it
no longer deserves the benefit of tax exemption.  Furthermore,
any amount of political campaign activity or lobbying activity
may result in hefty excise taxes under the “taxable expenditure”
rules described below — sometimes in tandem with the rev-
ocation of a foundation’s tax-exempt status.

“Penalty” Taxes Aren’t the Only Weapon of the IRS

fig.

10 When Self-Dealing May Occur

■ A foundation buys a table at a benefit dinner and distributes the benefit tickets
to family members or other “disqualified persons.”

■ A foundation owns works of art and permits the founder or other “disqualified
persons” to exhibit the works of art at home.

■ A foundation pays an honorarium to a government official for giving a speech
or participating in a seminar.

■ A foundation and “disqualified persons” are investors in the same company, and
the foundation holds onto an investment in order to “prop up” the stock price.

■ A foundation buys an asset from a “disqualified person,” even if the terms are
economically advantageous to the foundation.

■ A foundation invests in a partnership in which other “disqualified persons” 
are partners.

■ A foundation pays excessive compensation to a “disqualified person” for his
or her services to the foundation.

Technical compliance with the private foundation rules is a necessary condition of Staying Out of Trouble, but it is not
sufficient. As a more general matter, a foundation must be operated prudently and for exclusively charitable purposes.
A poorly run foundation risks not only imposition of the excise taxes described in this chapter, but also the loss of its
tax-exempt status. The IRS has the power to revoke tax-exempt status if: 


